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A B S T R A C T

Rabbit associated genotype 3 hepatitis E virus (HEV) strains were detected in feral, pet and farm rabbits in
different parts of the world since 2009 and recently also in human patients. Here, we report a serological and
molecular survey on 72 feral rabbits, collected along a rural-urban transect in and next to Frankfurt am Main,
Central Germany. ELISA investigations revealed in 25 of 72 (34.7%) animals HEV-specific antibodies. HEV
derived RNA was detected in 18 of 72 (25%) animals by reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction assay.
The complete genomes from two rabbitHEV-strains, one from a rural site and the other from an inner-city area,
were generated by a combination of high-throughput sequencing, a primer walking approach and 5′- and 3′-
rapid amplification of cDNA ends. Phylogenetic analysis of open reading frame (ORF)1-derived partial and
complete ORF1/ORF2 concatenated coding sequences indicated their similarity to rabbit-associated HEV strains.
The partial sequences revealed one cluster of closely-related rabbitHEV sequences from the urban trapping sites
that is well separated from several clusters representing rabbitHEV sequences from rural trapping sites. The
complete genome sequences of the two novel strains indicated similarities of 75.6–86.4% to the other 17
rabbitHEV sequences; the amino acid sequence identity of the concatenated ORF1/ORF2-encoded proteins
reached 89.0–93.1%. The detection of rabbitHEV in an inner-city area with a high human population density
suggests a high risk of potential human infection with the zoonotic rabbitHEV, either by direct or indirect
contact with infected animals. Therefore, future investigations on the occurrence and frequency of human in-
fections with rabbitHEV are warranted in populations with different contact to rabbits.

1. Introduction

Hepatitis E virus (HEV) is the causative agent of acute hepatitis in
humans and belongs to family Hepeviridae, genus Orthohepevirus, species
Orthohepevirus A (Smith et al., 2014). The small, non-enveloped virus
contains a single-stranded RNA genome of positive polarity with three
major open reading frames (ORF; Fig. S1). HEV was subdivided into
seven major genotypes: Genotypes 1 and 2 are only found in humans,
transmitted via fecal-oral route. Genotypes 5 and 6 were exclusively
detected in wild boar, whereas genotypes 3 (HEV-3), 4 (HEV-4) and 7

(HEV-7) are found to cause zoonotic infections in humans. The re-
servoir of HEV-7 is the camel, whereas HEV-3 and HEV-4 have been
found in different mammals like pig, deer, rabbit and wild boar (Smith
et al., 2014, 2016).

Rabbit-associated HEV strains were first described in farmed rex
rabbits, a breed of European rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) in China
(Zhao et al., 2009) and thereafter in rabbit breedings in Mongolia
(Jirintai et al., 2012), USA (Cossaboom et al., 2011), The Netherlands
(Burt et al., 2016), Korea (Ahn et al., 2017) and in pet rabbits in Italy
(Caruso et al., 2015) and The Netherlands (Burt et al., 2016).
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RabbitHEV strains belong to zoonotic HEV-3 genotype, but form a clade
that is well separated from other HEV-3 subtypes and HEV genotypes
(Smith et al., 2016). Their zoonotic character was shown by experi-
mental infection of non-human primates (Liu et al., 2013), and detec-
tion of related rabbitHEV sequences in rabbits and several acute and
chronically infected humans in France (Izopet et al., 2012; Abravanel
et al., 2017).

The average seroprevalence of the human population in Germany
was found to be 16.8% (Faber et al., 2012) and the number of recorded
hepatitis E cases per year is increasing since 2001 (Robert Koch-
Institute, 2017). Zoonotic HEV-3 strains have been detected with high
prevalence in domestic pig, wild boar, red and roe deer (Bächlein et al.,
2013; Anheyer-Behmenburg et al., 2017). HEV infections were ser-
ologically also detected in primates and other zoo animals in Germany
(Spahr et al., 2017a, 2017b). In addition, ratHEV was found to be
broadly distributed in Norway rats in Germany (Johne et al., 2010; Ryll
et al., 2017). Furthermore, rabbitHEV RNA has been detected in feral
rabbits from Germany (Eiden et al., 2016; Hammerschmidt et al.,
2017).

Here we describe a serological and molecular HEV survey of rabbits
collected along a transect in Central Germany including an inner-city
area with high human density.

2. The study

Seventy-two feral European rabbits were collected at three rural (R)
and eight urban (U) sites (Fig. 1) during October 2012–March 2013 as
part of a regular hunting (V54-19c 20/15 –F 104/59), organized by the
city of Frankfurt (for urban sites) and conducted by local hunters
(hunting license ID 1000250221).

Serological screening by commercial antibody ELISA (HEV Ab-
ELISA kit; Axiom, Bürstadt, Germany) revealed 25 of 72 (34.7%) rab-
bits from ten sites being anti-HEV antibody positive (Tables 1 and 2).

Fig. 1. Location of trapping sites 1 to 11 along a transect next to Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Trapping sites 1–3 were defined as “rural” trapping sites and sites 4 to
11 as “urban” trapping sites (consequently, rabbits from these sites were designated as “R” or “U” animals, see Table 2). (A) shows a more detailed map of the
trapping sites around Frankfurt am Main and (B) shows the trapping sites within the inner-city area of Frankfurt am Main.
DK, Denmark; NL, The Netherlands; BE, Belgium; LU, Luxemburg; FR, France; CH, Switzerland; AT, Austria, CZ, Czech Republic; PL, Poland.

Table 1
Results of the serological and RT-PCR investigations of rabbits collected in and
around Frankfurt am Main, Germany.

Results

No of positive/total no of tested
animals

Habitat Site⁎ No of animals
per site

Sex
(m/f)

Antibody
ELISA

SW-RT-
PCR1

rt RT-
PCR2

Rural 1 17 4/13 7/17 1/17 0/17
Rural 2 93 6/2 4/9 4/9 4/9
Rural 3 8 5/3 2/8 4/8 4/8
Subtotal 343 15/18 13/34 9/34 8/34
Urban 4 2 1/1 2/2 1/2 0/2
Urban 5 9 2/7 1/9 0/9 0/9
Urban 6 1 0/1 0/1 1/1 1/1
Urban 7 6 1/5 1/6 0/6 0/6
Urban 8 4 1/3 2/4 3/4 1/4
Urban 9 6 2/4 4/6 0/6 0/6
Urban 10 33 2/0 1/3 2/3 2/3
Urban 11 7 3/4 1/7 2/7 2/7
Subtotal 383 12/25 12/38 9/38 6/38
Total 724 27/43 25/72

(34.7%)
18/72
(25%)

14/72

m, male; f, female.
No, number.

1 SW-RT-PCR (Wolf et al., 2013).
2 SYBR-Green rt. RT-PCR (Vina-Rodriguez et al., 2015).
3 Total number of animals including one animal with unknown sex.
4 Including two animals with unknown sex.
⁎ For additional information see Fig. 1.
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RNA was extracted from liver tissue by Qiazol reagent (QIAGEN,
Hilden, Germany) and screening by a conventional RT-PCR, targeting a
RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase (RdRp)-encoding region between
nucleotides 4367 to 4649 (Wolf et al., 2013; see Table S1; numbering
according rabbitHEV reference strain 3ra GDC9, accession number
FJ906895), detected HEV-RNA in 18 of 72 (25%) animals (Tables 1 and
2). Seven of 18 RT-PCR-positive rabbits were also positive in antibody
ELISA (Table 2).

RT-PCR products were sequenced using BigDye Terminator
1.1 Cycle Sequencing-Kit (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany)
and sequences were deposited to GenBank (for accession numbers see
Fig. 2A). Phylogenetic analyses, including reference sequences for HEV
genotypes and other hepeviruses (Smith et al., 2014, 2016), were done
by maximum-likelihood- and Bayesian-methods via CIPRES portal
(Miller et al., 2010) and subsequent generation of consensus trees. The
phylogenetic tree for the partial RdRp-encoding nucleotide sequence
shows a clade for the rabbitHEV-sequences within HEV-3 cluster, but
well separated from sequences of other HEV-3 subtype strains and other
HEV genotypes (Fig. 2A). The rabbitHEV nucleotide and amino acid
sequences from rabbits collected in the inner-city area showed a high
similarity to each other (94.3–98.6% and 95.7–100%, respectively;
Table S2). This high similarity is also reflected in the phylogenetic tree
(Fig. 2A, clade U). Sequences from rural sites were more divergent as
documented in their positions in the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2A, clades

RI – RIV) and the similarity values (Table S3; 80.1–99.6%; 82.8–100%).
To generate the complete rabbitHEV genomes from one urban an-

imal and one rural animal, a SYBR-Green based real-time RT-PCR (rt
RT-PCR), targeting the RdRp-encoding sequence between nucleotides
4402 and 4684 (Vina-Rodriguez et al., 2015) was used to select animals
with the highest viral RNA load. Positive samples were identified by
melting curve analysis and sequencing of the amplicon. Thirteen of 72
samples from six trapping sites were rt. RT-PCR positive, indicating a
lower sensitivity of the rt. RT-PCR as compared to the conventional RT-
PCR (Tables 1 and 2). Similar discordant results between a rt. RT-PCR
and a conventional RT-PCR were previously observed in a molecular
survey on ratHEV (Ryll et al., 2017). These discrepancies might be
explained by the high divergence of the HEV sequences in the primer
binding region of the rt. RT-PCR assay. The rabbitHEV-strains R42 (site
3) and U46 (site 11) were selected due to the high viral RNA load and a
high-throughput sequencing approach was performed as described
previously (Juozapaitis et al., 2014). This resulted in four consensus
sequences around positions 500–1000 and 6000–6500 (numbered ac-
cording to reference strain 3ra-GDC9, accession number FJ906895).
Thereafter, the complete genome sequences were generated by 5′- and
3´ Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE) analysis (5′/3′ RACE
System, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and primer-walking approach
(for primers see Table S1). Both complete sequences have a length of
7263 nucleotides and a nucleotide sequence identity of 86.4% to each
other. The nucleotide and amino acid sequence similarities to the re-
ference strain and further 16 rabbitHEV sequences were 75.6–86.4%
and 89.0–93.1%, respectively.

Prediction of potential ORFs resulted in the identification of ORFs 1,
2 and 3 in the expected regions of the genome, in the expected reading
frames and with the expected overlapping pattern (Fig. S1). Simplot
analysis revealed that most parts of the concatenated ORF1/ORF2 re-
gion of the two novel strains R42 and U46 share a nucleotide and amino
acid sequence similarity of 62–89% and 69–99%, respectively, to the
other rabbitHEV, HEV-3 and HEV genotype sequences (Fig. S2A and B).
Nucleotide (and amino acid) sequences of both strains showed a lower
level of similarity within ORF1 at the X-domain and the helicase pro-
tein-encoding (helicase) region (Fig. S2; regions I and II). A 93-nu-
cleotide insertion, compared to other HEV 3 strains, was found in the X-
domain region of all rabbitHEV strains, including the two novel strains
R42 and U46. In contrast, for three regions the two novel strains
showed a different level of sequence similarity to the other sequences
(Fig. S2; regions a, b and c).

Phylogenetic analysis of the complete genomes and ORF1 and ORF2
nucleotide sequences separately as well as the amino acid sequences
deduced from concatenated ORF1/ORF2 and separate ORF1 and ORF2
of rabbitHEV showed a clustering of the novel sequences (R42 and U46)
with a previously determined sequence from Germany, other rabbit-
and human patient-derived rabbitHEV-sequences as a separate sub-
cluster within the HEV-3 clade (Figs. 2B and S3A–F). The ORF2- and
ORF3-based amino acid sequence phylogenetic trees showed slightly
different positions of the R42- and U46-derived sequences (Figs. S3D
versus S3F).

3. Conclusions

The serological and molecular survey indicated a high prevalence of
rabbitHEV in rabbits from Central Germany. Frequent detection and
geography-based clustering of rabbitHEV sequences suggest a virus
circulation in the local rabbit populations. The close similarity of se-
quences detected in the inner-city area of Frankfurt am Main may in-
dicate a bottleneck in the rabbit population caused by immigration. The
zoonotic potential of rabbitHEV warrants future investigations in
human populations with increased risk of exposure due to contact to
rabbits.

Table 2
Results of antibody ELISA, SYBR-Green based real-time RT-PCR (rt RT-PCR),
SW-RT-PCR and the corresponding accession numbers for partial and complete
genome sequences for all rabbits found to be positive in at least one assay.

Sample Site Antibody ELISA rt RT-PCR1 SW-RT-PCR Acc.no.

R 3 1 pos neg neg –
R 6 1 pos neg neg –
R 8 1 pos neg neg –
R 9 1 pos neg neg –
R 12 1 pos neg neg –
R 14 1 pos neg neg –
R 15 1 pos neg neg –
R 17 1 neg neg pos MF480300
R 30 2 pos pos pos MF480301
R 31 2 neg pos pos MF480302
R 33 2 pos pos pos MF480303
R 36 2 pos neg neg –
R 37 2 pos neg neg –
R 38 2 neg pos pos MF480304
R 40 3 pos neg neg –
R 41 3 neg pos pos MF480305
R 42 3 neg pos pos MF4802972

R 44 3 pos pos pos MF480306
R 46 3 neg pos pos MF480307
U 1 4 pos neg neg –
U 2 5 pos neg pos MF480309
U 11 5 pos neg neg –
U 12 6 neg pos pos identical to U 19
U 16 7 pos neg neg –
U 19 8 neg neg pos MF480308
U 20 8 pos neg neg –
U 22 8 neg pos pos identical to U23
U 23 8 pos neg pos MF480299
U 30 9 pos neg neg –
U 31 9 pos neg neg –
U 32 9 pos neg neg –
U 33 9 pos neg neg –
U 37 10 pos neg pos MF480310
U 39 10 neg pos pos MF480311
U 40 11 pos pos pos MF480312
U 46 11 neg pos pos MF4802982

Acc.no., accession number at GenBank; neg, negative; pos, positive.
1 Samples with threshold cycle (Ct) values> 35 were counted as negative,

samples with Ct values< 35 as positive; samples R42 and U46 were selected for
complete genome determination due to a high viral RNA load.

2 Complete genomes determined.
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